Abstract. We consider a particular one-parameter family of q-analogues of multiple zeta values. The intrinsic q-regularisation permits an extension of these q-multiple zeta values to negative integers. Renormalised multiple zeta values satisfying the quasi-shuffle product are obtained using an Hopf algebraic Birkhoff factorisation together with minimal subtraction.
Introduction
For Repsq ą 1 the Riemann zeta function is defined by
which can be meromorphically continued to C with a simple pole in s " 1. It is well known that for even integers k P 2N we have ζpkq "´p 2πiq k B k 2k! and for k P N 0 ζp´kq "´B
where B k P Q are the Bernoulli numbers defined by the generating series
For s :" ps 1 , . . . , s n q P C n with ř j i"1 Reps i q ą j (j " 1, . . . , n) multiple zeta values (MZVs) are defined by the nested series ζps 1 , . . . , s n q :"
which are natural generalisations of the Riemann zeta function ( [17] ). We call n the depth and |s| :" s 1`¨¨¨`sn the weight of s. Usually MZVs are studied at positive integers k 1 , . . . , k n with k 1 ě 2. Especially the Q-vector space the product rule of power series. The shuffle product is an application of the integration by parts formula for iterated Chen integrals using an appropriate integral representation of MZVs in terms of the 1-forms ω This so-called double-shuffle structure gives rise to a great and intriguing variety of linear relations among MZVs ( [13, 16] ), for instance the identity ζp4q " 4ζp3, 1q. The function ζ is meromorphic on C n with the subvariety S n of singularities, where S n :" " ps 1 , . . . , s n q P C n : s 1 " 1 or s 1`s2 " 2, 1, 0,´2,´4, . . . or s 1`¨¨¨`sj P Z ďj for j " 3, . . . , n
In [1] it was shown that for k 1 , k 2 P N with k 1`k2 odd we have ζp´k 1 ,´k 2 q " 1 2
In contrast to the dimension one case the meromorphic continuation of MZVs does not provide sufficient information for arbitrary negative integer arguments. This lack of data resulted in an interesting phenomenon related to the program commonly known as renormalisation of multiple zeta values at negative arguments. Using the fact that the quasi-shuffle product of MZVs can be abstracted to a quasi-shuffle Hopf algebra [14] , which is connected and graded, the authors in [12] and [20] proposed renormalisation procedures that would allow the extension of any MZV to -strictly -negative arguments while preserving the quasishuffle product. Both approaches are based on the renormalisation Hopf algebra discovered by Connes and Kreimer [5, 6] , which permits to formulate the so-called BPHZ subtraction method in terms of an algebraic Birkhoff decomposition of regularised Hopf algebra characters. See [18, 19, 22] for introductions and more details. However, the two approaches, [12] and [20] , propose different ways, both elaborated and sophisticated, of regularising MZVs at negative arguments. The resulting methods for constructing renormalised MZVs attribute different values to MZVs at negative arguments, while preserving the quasi-shuffle product. We remark that in [10] the authors presented a way to renormalise MZVs while preserving the shuffle product. Again, this approach is also based on the use of an algebraic Birkhoff decomposition of characters defined on a connected graded Hopf algebra, which is, however, different from the ones used in [12] and [20] . It is an interesting question of how to relate the resulting zoo of different values for MZVs at negative arguments, based on renormalisation methods, which share the same algebraic workings in terms of an Hopf algebraic Birkhoff decomposition, but differ by applying distinct regularisation schemes.
Through the works [3, 4] it became apparent that certain q-analogues of MZVs may exhibit double shuffle relations as well as an intrinsic regularisation that permits an extension of the resulting q-MZVs to negative arguments. A natural question that arises from this observation is whether such a q-regularisation can be used to renormalise MZVs while preserving -one of -the original shuffle-type products. In [10] this was shown to hold with respect to the shuffle product, for a certain q-analogue of MZVs known as the Ohno-Okuda-Zudilin (OOZ) model [21] . In the light of the fact that there exist a variety of different q-analogues of MZVs, one may wonder whether a systematic approach is feasible, that characterises models of q-MZVs under the aspect of whether they provide a proper q-regularisation, which would permit a renormalisation of MZVs while preserving algebraic properties.
The agenda of this note proposes a step in the aforementioned direction. Starting from a particular q-analogue of MZVs, its intrinsic q-regularisation permits its extension to negative arguments. The resulting q-MZVs at negative arguments are still represented as series of nested sums, which, moreover, exhibit a natural quasi-shuffle product. This fact allows us to present a rather transparent and simple construction of renormalised MZVs preserving the quasi-shuffle product. Moreover, our approach is enhanced by providing a one-parameter extension of this q-analogue, which results in infinitely many extensions rolled into a single approach. Regarding renormalisation of q-MZVs we remark that Zhao's approach in [27] is rather different from the point of view just presented. It extended the approach of [12] to a particular q-analog of MZVs, without attributing any regularisation properties to the q-parameter itself.
The aim of the note is as follows:
‚ We provide a one-parameter family of extensions of MZVs to negative integer arguments. Our approach is based on applying the renormalisation procedure of Connes and Kreimer combined with minimal subtraction to a particular q-regularisation of MZVs. ‚ We show that the extended MZVs satisfy the quasi-shuffle product of MZVs, and coincide with the meromorphic continuation of MZVs whenever it is defined. ‚ We exemplify that besides pure rational extensions of MZVs also irrational or complex values can appear as renormalised MZVs for certain deformation parameters, although the values given by the meromorphic continuation are always rational.
The note is organised as follows. In Section 2 we introduce a q-analogue of MZVs (q-MZVs) which is the starting point of this work. Section 3 is devoted to a review of the well known aspects concerning the quasi-shuffle Hopf algebra. The main results are stated in Section 4 and the proofs are given in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6 we provide some explicit numerical examples.
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q-analogues of MZVs
In this section we introduce the q-analogue of MZVs which plays the central role in our construction. Let q be a real number and k 1 , . . . , k n are positive integers. The SchlesingerZudilin model is defined by
with the q-number rms q :" 1´q m 1´q . For 0 ă q ă 1 this series of nested sums is convergent [23, 28, 24] . And if k 1 ě 2 we obtain MZVs defined in (3) in the limit q Õ 1.
Our approach, however, is based on the following modification of the above model:
As a result, this permits to consider the q-parameter as a natural regularisation, such that (7) may be defined for integer arguments k 1 , . . . , k n P Z. In the following we refer to this as the regularised Schlesinger-Zudilin model.
Let D :" ts P C : Repsq ą 0u. For t P D we define a one-parameter family of modified q-MZVs by
Since 0 ă q ă 1 and t P D, convergence of the previous series is always ensured for any k 1 , . . . , k n P Z with k 1 ‰ 0. Indeed, since 0 ă q ă 1 we observe that p1´qq k ď p1´q m q k ď 1 for any m P N and k P N 0 . Furthermoreˇˇq p|k 1 |m 1`¨¨¨`| kn|mnqtˇď q |k 1 |m 1 Reptq because k 1 ‰ 0 and t P D. Thereforeˇˇˇˇˇq
where C is a constant depending on k 1 , . . . , k n . All in all we obtaiňˇˇζ
See also [26, Prop. 2.2] . Note that p1´qq |k| ζ p1q,q pk 1 , . . . , k n q " ζ q pk 1 , . . . , k n q.
The quasi-shuffle product
Recall that for integers a, b ą 1 multiplying the two sums
which is known as Nielsen's reflexion formula ζpaqζpbq " ζpa, bq`ζpb, aq`ζpa`bq. Defining the weight of products of MZVs as the sum of the weights of the factors, one notes the matching of weights on both sides. However, the length is not preserved. This generalises to arbitrary MZVs, and is commonly refereed to as quasi-shuffle product of MZVs. As an example we state the product ζpa, bqζpcq " ζpc, a, bq`ζpa, b, cq`ζpa, c, bq`ζpa, b`cq`ζpa`c, bq.
for a, c ą 1 and b ą 0.
The key observation, which is not hard to verify, and which underlies our approach, is the fact that this simple product carries over to regularised Schlesinger-Zudilin q-MZVs, that is, the series of nested sums in (7) satisfy the quasi-shuffle product if all arguments are either strictly positive or strictly negative integers. For example the corresponding Nielsen reflexion formula for the regularised Schlesinger-Zudilin model defined in (7) " ζ q p´a,´bq`ζ q p´b,´aq`ζ q p´a´bq for a, b P N. One should note that the quasi-shuffle product is not preserved if we allow for integer arguments with mixed signs in (7). It is common to abstract the quasi-shuffle product using the words approach. Let Y :" ty n : n P Zu be an alphabet. The set Y˚of words defines a free monoid, with the empty word denoted by 1. The linear span QxY y of words from Y˚becomes a commutative algebra when equipped with the quasi-shuffle product m˚: QxY y b QxY y Ñ QxY y, m˚pu b vq ": u˚v [15] . The latter is defined iteratively for any words u, v P Y˚and letters y n , y m P Y by (i) 1˚u :" u˚1 :" u, (ii) y n u˚y m v :" y n pu˚y m vq`y m py n u˚vq`y n`m pu˚vq (n, m P Z), and extended to QxY y by distributivity. It is well-known that for h`:" Q ' À ně2 y n QxY`y with Y`:" ty n : n P Nu the map ζ˚: ph`, m˚q Ñ pR,¨q defined by ζ˚py k 1¨¨¨y kn q :" ζpk 1 , . . . , k n q and ζ˚p1q :" 1 is an algebra morphism. For h´:" QxY´y with Y´:" ty n : n P Z ă0 u we observe the following simple fact: for w P Y˚. Together with the quasi-shuffle product, pQxY y, m˚, ∆q becomes a Hopf algebra. This construction directly applies to Y´and h´and therefore we observe: Corollary 3.2. The triple ph´, m˚, ∆q is a graded, connected Hopf algebra, in which the grading is given by the weight wtpy k 1¨¨¨y kn q :" |k 1 |`¨¨¨`|k n |.
The reader is referred to [18, 19] for details on connected graded Hopf algebras and related topics relevant to the forthcoming presentation.
Renormalisation of MZVs
In order to extract renormalised MZVs from regularised expressions we use a theorem of Connes and Kreimer introduced in perturbative quantum field theory. See also [18, 8] for related results. Regularisation refers to a procedure of introducing a (family of) formal parameter(s) that renders an otherwise divergent expression formally finite. This step displays some freedom as how to regularise MZVs at negative arguments, and it may alter algebraic properties, which makes it therefore a nontrivial part of the renormalisation program.
Theorem 4.1 ([5]
, [6] ). Let pH, m H , ∆q be a graded, connected Hopf algebra and A a commutative unital algebra equipped with a renormalisation scheme A " A´' A`and the corresponding idempotent Rota-Baxter operator π, where A´" πpAq and A`" pId´πqpAq.
Further let ψ : H Ñ A be a Hopf algebra character, i.e., a multiplicative linear map from H to A. Then the character ψ admits a unique decomposition
called algebraic Birkhoff decomposition, in which ψ´: H Ñ Q ' A´and ψ`: H Ñ A`are characters. The product on the right hand side of (11) is the convolution product defined on the vector space LpH, Aq of linear maps from the H to A.
Recall that the vector space LpH, Aq together with the convolution product φ ‹ ψ :" m A˝p φ b ψq˝∆ : H Ñ A, where φ, ψ P LpH, Aq, is an unital associative algebra. The set of characters is denoted by G A and forms a (pro-unipotent) group for the convolution product with (pro-nilpotent) Lie algebra g A of infinitesimal characters. The latter are linear maps ξ P LpH, Aq such that for elements x, y P H, both different from 1, ξpxyq " 0. The exponential map exp ‹ restricts to a bijection between g A and G A . The inverse of a character ψ P G A is given by composition with the Hopf algebra antipode S : H Ñ H, e.g., ψ ‹p´1q " ψ´˝S. As a regularisation scheme we choose the commutative algebra A :" Qrz´1, zss with A " A´' A`, where A´:" z´1Qrz´1s and A`:" Qrrzss. On A we define the corresponding projector π : A Ñ A´by π˜8 ÿ n"´k a n z n¸:
"´1 ÿ n"´k a n z n with the common convention that the sum over the empty set is zero. Then π and Id´π : A Ñ A`are Rota-Baxter operators of weight´1 (see [5, 7, 9] ). For the renormalisation of MZVs we perform two main steps. Firstly, we construct a regularised character ψ : h´Ñ A which means that we have to deform the divergent MZVs to a meromorphic function in the regularisation parameter z. Secondly, we apply an appropriate subtraction scheme. The latter is naturally given by Equation (11) , which essentially relies on the convolution product induced by the Hopf algebra ph´, m˚, ∆q. The maps ψ`and ψó f Equation (11) As a consequence we obtain:
Then there exists a k P pZ ă0 q n such that ζ ptq pkq P RzQ.
Proof. The first claim follows from Theorem 4.2 c). For the proof of b) see Section 6.
Proof of Theorem 4.2
In this section we implicitly use the following corollary of the fundamental theorem of algebra. Let pptq P Crts be a polynomial over C with ppnq " 0 for countably infinitely many n P N. Then p " 0. Therefore some proofs in the subsequent paragraph -concerning polynomial identities in t -are provided for t P N which then can be extended to t P D using this argument. 
Furthermore ψ ptq : ph´, m˚q Ñ Crz´1, zss is an algebra morphism.
Proof. In Equation (14) where k 1 , . . . , k n P Z ă0 . By Lemma 3.1 the first map is an algebra morphism and the substitution map q Þ Ñ e z preserves this property. Since the quasi-shuffle product m˚preserves the weight, the multiplication map is an algebra morphism, too. Hence, ψ ptq is a character. Performing the composition of maps we explicitly obtain for k 1 
Now we rewrite the last expression by substituting e z for q such that ζ ptpy´k 1¨¨¨y´kn q "
where we used (2) . Multiplying the last expression by p´zq´| k| yields pkq in the definition of the character ψ ptq is necessary in order to assure that the renormalised MZVs verify the meromorphic continuation. Indeed, for the -at first glance -more natural looking choice p1´qq |k| ζ ptq,q pkq in the definition of the character ψ ptq we observe a contradiction to the meromorphic continuation, e.g., we would obtain ζ ptq p´1q "´1 12
Proof. In the case m " 0 the claim is exactly Equation (15) . For m ě 1 we observe
which concludes the proof. 
and
Lemma 5.5. For k 1 , k 2 P N with k 1`k2 odd we have
Proof. First we remark that
and therefore Equation (13) implies
Since k 1`k2`2 is odd and B s " 0 for odd s ě 2 we obtain with B 1 "
On the one hand
q l 2 " 0 and therefore
On the other hand we get
" pk 1`k2 q! and therefore 
which is consistent with (6). For length greater than three the meromorphic continuation does not provide any information for negative integer arguments since pZ ă0 q n Ď S n for n ě 3 (see (5) ). Therefore a) is established. Next we prove b). As shown in Lemma 5.1 ψ ptq is an algebra morphism with respect to the quasi-shuffle product m˚. Therefore Theorem 4.1 implies that ψ ptq is also an algebra morphism and hence is ζ ptq . For c) we remark that Equation (15) of Lemma 5.1 shows that ψ ptq is a meromorphic function in z, whose coefficients are rational functions in t over Q. Equations (12) and (13) indicate that the power series ψ ptq is obtained from ψ ptq by subtractions and projections. Therefore ζ ptq is -as the constant coefficient of the power series ψ ptq -a rational function in t over Q.
Numerical examples
In this subsection we provide some explicit numerical examples of the renormalisation process introduced in the previous sections. First we provide an explicit example of how to compute renormalised MZVs. Consequently, formula (13) implies ψ p1q pzq " pId´πq´ψ p1q py´1y´3qpzq`ψ p1q py´1qpzqψ p1q py´3qpzq¯. 
